3 grams, 750 mL.
I thought to myself on the way in, that seems like maybe a lot. But I wanted to give the product,
and it’s whole thing, including dosage instructions a good test run. The maker, One Heart
MycoNaturals, had told me that I was the first recipient and I wanted to try it as it was laid out.
But I had that feeling, “3 g is a lot for you.” I looked at the jar, with a mix of herbs and flowers
and mushrooms, large bits in such a way that if I was to split it in half- I wouldn’t necessarily get
half the psilocybin. I could’ve made the tea and NOT finished the pot as I started to feel it hit.
But instead. I said bottoms up.
The psilocybin market in Canada is in a transitional stage, still technically illegal to sell, it isn’t
illegal to have or use and doctors have started prescribing it for terminal patients as a part of a
psilocybin assisted psychotherapy to assist with end of life anxiety. Other research is underway
using both micro and macrodoses for everything from PTSD, depression, treatment resistant
drug dependence, autism symptoms and more. As witnessed with the legalization process with
cannabis, business typically expects producers to be market ready, but also divested or
separate from illegal markets. For psilocybin aficionados, now is a big time, products being
tested, business strategies concocted- without any real sense of timelines or assurances, clinics
operating in grey areas like offering psilocybin assisted psychotherapy, BYOM (bring your own
mushrooms) and ‘guides’ like the parallel and often overlapping unregulated coaching industry
touting themselves as some sort of guru without any formal pathways to certification or
mechanisms of accountability. I expect we will likely see a small medicinal market make way to
a more open recreational market over a similar if not shorter timeline than cannabis did 20-10
years ago. So all that to say, I got my hands on a test product and set myself up the conditions
to try it.
I am an experienced psychedelic user and have experience offering psychedelic harm
reduction, trip sitting and integration support. I know that there aren’t really categorically “Bad
Trips”, as much as hard trips. I have all the support of rituals, a team of childcare supports,
secure safe housing, clean drinking water, a private bathroom. So I can go in deep, and I know,
generally speaking, how to find my way through.
Which is not usually my intention, I don’t often seek the sort of altered state where I feel like I
have surrendered fully to the experience of being reduced to the capacity of a gestating fetus.
More often I use psychedelics to bring me to a place where threads are illuminated, but that I
can still talk, write, draw or craft something that may or may not make sense immediately, but
that could offer me clues later.
By the time I was all-in on that 3g pot, I had gotten up from my spot on the couch, where I had
laid out the tarot cards I had pulled and the notebook I was writing the ideas of projects I was
hoping to find clarity on. I had shut off the playlist I had set up once it played through one full
play. I tucked myself into bed, turned on the lowest light, and pulled my high collar up the back
of my head. I curled in like a bear hibernating, or a turtle pulled into their shell. The following
day, in a guided somatic movement practice with my teacher Kelly Gordon, they led us through

the same sort of curl in, reach out, pull in, push out foundational movement that grounds the
nervous system and activates the digestion and other things that may be laying in a
quasi-dormant state from within our walk, sit, stand lifestyle.
Maybe I was just so deeply exhausted, that when I was altered enough that all of the ‘shoulds’
were taken out of the way, the only reasonable thing to do was to be as close to sleep as
possible. Like when you have held off getting sick all semester and then get through finals and
crash, a deep psychedelic trip moves everything that may have been standing in the way, out,
clear slate. My body needs deep rest as a part of preventative maintenance in a way that my
internalized grind culture keeps me from accessing, failure to schedule such rest may result in
shut down. I have found value in using tools like psychedelics, especially in conjunction with
practical magic, creative process, meditation, embodiment tools and so on to assist in cultivating
a deep trance level rest.
I have had a couple of experiences where I was so deeply tired that I did actually fall asleep
while in the trip and wouldn’t have been surprised if I had dropped out into a dream state, I think
at some point I may have even wished for sleep, in the hopes that my sleep-level subconscious
could make more sense of what I was working with. Even if I didn’t reach any sort of REM cycle,
my brain was in some sort of reality-folding closed eye visuals that weren’t dissimilar to the AI
generated art I have been seeing come up online recently. I couldn’t really record clues to help
me remember, so the only recognition of any reliable clarity was the tube like entity, which upon
further research might have been something between a slender man and a tall -boy

All surfaces were subject to a detailed and fluid visible layer of geometric patterns, spinning
fractals of sacred geometry. Like when you put sand onto a speaker cone and can see the

shape of the music. When I talked to a psychedelic guide friend about my experience they told
me that is called cymatics
So for a good chunk of that time, I lay curled up, under blankets, in near darkness, a hand on
my genitals, just observing. Observing my breath, my skin, my heart beating. Observing images
in my imagination and the overlay of intricacy through my eyes (when I opened them) was a lot,
but I kept in mind the ever helpful knowledge that this is the experience of the tea, it’s not going
to be like this forever AND that I have everything I need to be stripped down in that way. I made
one call from within the depths, to my partner who had my sleeping kid for the night. I couldn’t
really handle looking at the screen much or following a conversation but I took great comfort in
her presence and the knowledge that my child was safe and well and in good hands. I thought a
lot though about having what I need to be able to get through this level of ego death, world
melting, matrix resetting. I was so grateful to be indoors, and to have a bed and a room that
were mine. To also have a bathroom that was mine meant I could cycle between peeing,
returning to bed, rehydrating, laying down and then starting over without having to deal with
interacting with other folks. To have simple safe foods to access as my digestion started to turn
back on and crave calories. I see people walking down the road, appearing as if mad, (and
really I think that provokes more of a question of pathology and mental illness stigma) when I
know that if I was to have the same experience without a safe home to do it in- I would be seen
as “mad”. There is a necessity to look at drug stigma and it’s class angle- rich folks are using
alcohol, cocaine, off label pills and designer nootropics behind closed doors, where they can
feel safe casting judgement on folks without the same shelter from scrutiny.
I had intended and hoped to find additional clarity on my COMMA- CBRC Summit art project on
my trip, it was one of the things I had gone in looking for. Following the mid-project check-in
meeting I had been going through all of the stages of pre-planning, procrastinating,
post-procrastinating, planning, rethinking, comparing, visioning ideas I had no practical way to
generate and then also a scrap and re-visit a couple of times over. I had an email back and forth
with another artist in the program about our feelings about what we needed to produce.
Tangibility and the contrast of inspiring takeaways from the summit that were largely radical,
decolonizing, and abolitionist and the nature of granting contracts, external timelines and
matters of accessibility and/or sale-ability of generated work.
This had been in part inspired by the hike that I took a few days after the summit wrapped up,
with my notebook and a copy of Property by Rinaldo Wallcott (who had been the final keynote of
the conference). I found myself, somewhat unexpectedly, with a few hours to spend in the area
known as North Saanich, WSANEC territory. I started out at the bottom of ȽÁU, WELṈEW̱ ,
more commonly known by it’s colonial names, John Dean park or Mt Newton on a beautiful
clear day, the day after the atmospheric river had hit Southern BC, flooding out much of the
Fraser Canyon, Fraser Valley and seeing the return of Semá:th Lake to what had been turned
into agricultural land 100 years earlier. As I walked up ȽÁU, WELṈEW̱ (Pronounced Tlay Will
Nook) I read the recently placed signs, introducing the ancient WSANEC name and significance
of this place. It was an ancient highwater mark from an epic flood thought to have happened
10,000 years ago (read an illustrated telling of this story here: ȽÁUWELṈEW̱ book | Stories |

SENĆOŦEN) Only since 2019 has this ancient name existed on the signs of the park, and that
only happened because WSANEC children, grade 3 students at the SENCOTEN language
school, on the reserve just on the other side of that same mountain asked ‘why does this
mountain have the name of its colonizer and not it’s own ancient name that we know?’ Finally,
thanks to the children, the ancient truths are remembered and the labels begin to be adjusted.
As I stood up on a peak of this mountain, now home to a telecom tower, aware of the relatively
narrow band of land below, some peeks of ocean appear to both west and east, I couldn’t help
but think about some of the things that had stood out to me from the summit, about names and
labels and home.

Jack Saddleback was talking about the pre-contact Cree words that explain different gender
experiences- and the struggle to even re-introduce them with language preservers and
traditionalists as this was the sort of knowledge that the residential school system and religious
and cultural genocide has targetted for erasure.

Of course I understand that words like these also have existed traditionally and exist
contemporarily within specific cultural contexts. Often translations can fall short, but can help us
tell something closer to the truth while having to make broad compromises. Every single person
who uses any identity term, even ones that don’t exist within a more specific cultural context
(like gay or trans) will define these words independantly in ways that may be divergent of others
who use the same term. But learning of these terms is useful, helpful, and demonstrative of the
shallow compromises colonial society requires in regards to gender and how the enforcement of
the colonial binary is violently simplistic, regressive and has been another front of oppression in
its application on Turtle Island. Like ȽÁU, WELṈEW̱ , these words aren’t new, but ancient. They
were intentionally stolen, hidden and forgotten. Indigenous language preservation brings a layer
of integrity to the land, the people and all of our relationships that colonial languages like

English have worked to specifically sterilize as a part of the genocide this nation is responisble
for.
Standing at this ancient high water mark, thinking about the stories, the WSANEC one as well
as the biblical one I had been raised on, both very similar in their telling of a creator flushing
creation to start over when humanity had gone off the original plan- with the exception of a small
group of faithful, rewarded with warning, safety, and a promise that it wouldn’t happen again. I
can’t help but think about the settler folks in what has become a conservative bible belt area,
running from the flood waters, the long imprisoned Semá:th Lake returning to its home. I
imagine the bible passage from Matthew 7:24-27, “Therefore everyone who hears these words
of mine and puts them into practice is like a wise man who built his house on the rock. 25 The
rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat against that house; yet it did
not fall, because it had its foundation on the rock. 26 But everyone who hears these words of
mine and does not put them into practice is like a foolish man who built his house on sand. 27
The rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat against that house, and it
fell with a great crash”, being the testimony of not a long-ago political radical turned poster boy
for the roman empire that murdered him, but rather climate scientists and Indigenous land and
water defenders; perhaps deepening the meaning of whatever you did for one of the least of
these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.
So I started out with a tale about altering consciousness with substances. And an agreement to
create creative works inspired by the CBRC summit. And an attempt to bring those together,
while also finding the creative outlets I had imagined not as I expected. And here I have found
my way full circle to a place where I am quoting bible verses- indicative of the conservative,
sex-negative, patriarchal foundation I had before find my way to liberatory movement spaces
like the CBRC Summit.
When I had originally applied I had said I was going to make some tiktoks about the summit. I
was all about that, but then clarified that recording the summit was not a part of the deal. The
idea of making something for tiktok that won’t even go up for months, also felt weird, cause it’s
usually such a quick turnaround medium. I had wanted to use the available supply expenses to
get a new microphone or otherwise upgrade my production set up. I was looking at products,
and then clarified that tools weren’t budgetarily exchangeable for supplies and that it wouldn’t
apply. I had started to imagine and sketch out this box, like the game for small children where
the shapes get sorted into their appropriate slots. I had imagined a bunch of shapes that
couldn’t fit through the options given, or which could only conceive of doing so by cutting parts
of themself off or compressing into themself, hiding or folding oneself away. I thought about the
way that the inside of the box is touted to be the goal that all should try and achieve. I thought
about the community I have found with others who never expected or tried to fit in the box, and
had instead worked to create better conditions for folks outside of it. I thought about the boxes
that I have fit into, and the ways that while the inside of the boxes can offer a sense of
achievement, belonging, and elevated status- they serve to cut us off from those who don’t
share the same ability to navigate the entry criteria and are often filled with a whole set of harms
of their own- not visible from outside the box, sheltered away, but not without risk. I had

imagined a box, inside of it as well as the edge of the entry points, laced with razor blades and
broken mirror fragments. I had even started collecting some of those pieces.
But I couldn’t bring myself to make something that, even though it’s intent was critical of a
system that we all live in which serves real tangible risks, could be something that I would likely
hurt myself making and be forever scared that my own or another child would find it and
mistakenly play themself into harm's way. While it made sense, it also felt like a trap that I didn’t
want to be responsible for. And, of course, making something that had that sort of physical
danger involved was really not something that felt like a part of what was within reach while in
an altered state. I thought about if or how I could illustrate it or create it digitally. As I sat with all
of that, and talked to my other queer sweetie, as things re-stabilized- I reminded myself that I
am a writer. I applied for the program as a writer. And that if I wanted to state anything about
how complicated the process was for me, that would involve me writing, and as a writer, that is
the process. Measuring myself against other artists, with diverging creative processes and
mediums, was not helping me, just adding more layers to my overthinking. And was evidence of
the very danger of an incarnation of that very box, a sorter that grants “artists” belonging, while
leaving ‘amateurs’ outside the box, seeing themselves and their work as less valid without a
clear awareness of the ways that those who are on the inside have been asked to contort and
censor themselves.
I came out from the deep journey with the full dose of psilocybin, again so grateful for a safe
home where I could do that, I thought about something that jaye simpson had talked about with
youth housing, transitional housing and other mechanisms to help folks in care, transitioning out
of care and living under alternate care agreements. Housing provision that is conditional on
sobriety doesn’t allow folks the agency to make choices like I was able to, to use an ancient
medicine to explore myself, my creative process, support my healing and bolster my relationship
with the land I live on. Often the legacy of residential schools, wherein the genders, sexuality,
spirituality and personal bodily autonomy, is not granted to Indigenous youth, especially those
living as “wards of the state”.
Meanwhile, the short presentations of researchers Tara Chanady (UM), Jared Star (SERC-MB),
Len Tooley (CBRC), Cameron Schwartz (BCCSU), and Christopher Dietzel, Matthew Numer
and Phillip Joy (SHAG-LAB), all presented important data about drug use, harm reduction,
stigma, prohibition and respecting the autonomy and personal choice of folks who may use
drugs- for any reason. The research is pretty clear, prohibition based policy endangers drug
users, places unnecessary barriers to harm reduction measures and lacks the nuance and
compassion required to address the underlying issues. People use drugs for lots of reasons,
many of them rooted in the failings of society- not the individual; things like poverty, health care
discrimination, and the need to self medicate through trauma and ongoing traumatic conditions.
The personal choice to alter one’s state should be that of the individual, outside of any sort of
prohibition related controls or expectation of censure, but choice is more meaningful without a
forced hand. When people can access safer or more reliable alternatives and/or treatments that
address the root issues, lots of folks will make that choice. As a society though, we cannot try
and pretend that such choices are made available. The case of poppers legislation in Canada
was illustrated on this panel and it is a very clear example. Poppers were up til 2001’ a

perscribable medical product, but while it isn’t produced by any approved drug companies it
“doesn’t exist”. But of course it does. Reports of poppers use have maintained consistency, with
users describing them as ‘viagra for bottoms’. A commercially available product up until 2013,
sold as a “not for human consumption” item, it wasn’t subject to substance regulations but was
something that public health information and harm reduction conversations could happen
around. The shutting down of open sale of poppers in 2013 didn’t eliminate the market, but just
forced it into the criminalized market. The whole approach of prohibition has proved itself flawed
time and time again, and we see it cracking. But as various substances move from ‘dangerous,
stigmatized, BAD’ towards ‘medically supportive, spiritually supportive, not dangerous,
PLEASURABLE’ across various jurisdictions, we can observe the overarching dominance of
‘anti-drug’ dogma cracking and beginning to collapse. Unfortunately in this process, the same
inequities of our society are at play, so while I, as a stably housed, white person can explore and
talk fairly openly about past use of therapeutic psychedelics, I am aware that my racialized
counterparts may be subject to a different level of surveillance and punishment for attempting
the same.
So I wrote. I wrote the words you read here now, but also pages and pages in a couple different
notebooks and loose sheets. I talked about this process with friends and lovers. I found myself
reading all sorts of different sub-niche hyper-foci seeded from the experience at the summit. I
am aware of and entertained the threads tying climate change and Indigenous language
reclamation, the threads between gender autonomy and ending the drug war, the threads that
tie intergenerational survivors of the residential school system and survivors of conversion
therapies, the threads of legacies of slavery and diasporic homophobia.
One of the other sessions I attended during the summit was with Kat Singer who gave a very
detailed presentation about neurodiversity and expanding the ways we can operate to better
accommodate for the needs and gifts of neurodivergent folks. Looking at my ins and outs, focus
points and lack thereof through this process I hope that some of the ideas they presented about
respecting, appreciating and celebrating the ways that ADHD and Autistic brains are shared by
my readers. I am aware that I write like someone with ADHD, as I am, and too much of my
education and early career was trying to mask that, create an outcome that matched a
neurotypical idea of complete, concise, comprehensible.
Often I am left feeling like trying to draw it out, or create an artifact, will fall eternally short. I don’t
have the sort of attention span to create something as detailed as the way all of it maps together
in my brain. It’s kind of like trying to report back from a profound trip that may take months to
fully integrate. Sometimes, through stories, even ones that might not seem like they all tie
together at first, enough of the pieces show themselves to someone or another reading it. The
cinch of the whole thing being of course, that which is offered, is not necessarily what is
received. Our language, this shared tongue: English, has huge gaps and fail points. We are all
very different people, with different constellations of experiences and influences and conditions,
there is no ‘one size fits all’. Suggestions can be made, but what each person chooses to do
with any piece of writing or art, any opportunity, drug, project, or moment- is entirely unique. And
we are often trying to discuss complex nuanced ideas using a language and cultural codes

which have evolved under a paradigm of simplified binaries, inequitable hierarchies and
grotesque abuses of power. One friend I talked with about this project, who primarily works in
fibre and clay, reminded me that this was the value and why they appreciated their more
somatic based process- where the pieces can come through without always being able to wrap
one’s head around them. My ADHD craft horder tendency glances over at wall shelf filled with
modeling clay and paper, reclaimed packaging and beach detritus and wonders about trying to
come at this from another angle- but I've come this far with words, and the beauty of it is that
past this assignment, I know all of the seeds planted will keep growing into themselves, the
ideas will double back and become a part of the foundation. It’s a challenging matter of patience
the whole thing really.
I want to live in a world where science is relational and nuanced, intersections are taken into
consideration, and bold futures are able to be germinated and nurtured amongst brutal critiques
of the harms of the current systems. I want science to recognize ancient knowledge and find
ways to reconcile its own role in colonial violence. I want science to be conducted across
languages, neurotypes, and cultural contexts without an inherent replication of the status quo
power dynamics. I want science that doesn’t feel at odds with, or disconnected from traditional
knowledge, creative practices, and operates with a diversity of tactics.
Community based research seems to be walking that walk, or at least trying to. Thanks to the
CBRC and HIM for giving me this opportunity to attend the summit and write about it. I highly
recommend that you check out the recordings of the programs that are available online (link
here), but I’m really not telling you that you need to, that’s totally up to you- and that’s kind of the
whole point.

